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INTRODUCTION 
 
The phenomenon of solar flare generate large amount of matter 
and radiation into space in a short duration. The location of 
active regions on the sun can be determined by solar flare 
observations. The longitudinal distribution of major solar flare 
has been studied by Badaruddin and Yadav (1982). They 
found an almost equal distribution of solar flare in both eastern 
and western hemisphere of the sun. Yadav 
also reported the absence of east-west asymmetry. The 
latitudinal distribution of solar flare has been investigated by 
Howard (1974) and found that about 95% of the total solar 
flare is confined to latitude below 40° in both the hemisphere 
of the sun. Roy (1977) studied the north-south distribution in 
the data of major solar flare, sunspot number and found the 
dominance of northern hemisphere over the southern 
hemisphere in all these categories. Joshi 
investigated north-south distribution of solar flare during solar 
cycle 23 for the period 1996-2003. They found that the flare 
activity during this cycle is low compared to previous solar 
cycles indicating the violation of Gnevyshev
et al also found that the flare activity dominates the northern 
hemisphere during the rising phase of the solar cycle (19
2000). Mishra et al. (2008) study the heliographic distribution 
of solar flare during solar cycle 23 for the period 1996
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we investigated the heliographic longitudinal as well as latitudinal distribution of major 
α solar flares (flares of high optical importance imp ≥ 1) for the solar cycle 23 periods 1996

This period of investigation includes the ascending as well as descending period of solar cycle 23. 
The study reveals that for heliographic latitude majority of solar flares confined between latitude 10°
30° for both northern and southern hemisphere. Whereas for heliographic longitude we ob
approximately symmetric occurrence of solar flares. The H-α solar flare occurrence dominates during 
increasing phase of the solar cycle achieve a peak value in middle part of solar cycle (year
show an abnormal decrease during descending phase of solar cycle. The occurrence of solar flare also 
compared with yearly mean sunspot number and noticed that solar flares follows the solar cycle with 
maximum number observed in the year 2000-2001 during the maxima of solar cycle 23.
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The phenomenon of solar flare generate large amount of matter 
and radiation into space in a short duration. The location of 
active regions on the sun can be determined by solar flare 
observations. The longitudinal distribution of major solar flare 

studied by Badaruddin and Yadav (1982). They 
found an almost equal distribution of solar flare in both eastern 

hemisphere of the sun. Yadav et al. (1983) has 
west asymmetry. The 

ar flare has been investigated by 
Howard (1974) and found that about 95% of the total solar 
flare is confined to latitude below 40° in both the hemisphere 

south distribution in 
number and found the 

dominance of northern hemisphere over the southern 
ll these categories. Joshi et al. (2006) 
south distribution of solar flare during solar 

2003. They found that the flare 
activity during this cycle is low compared to previous solar 

of Gnevyshev-Ohl rule. Joshi              
also found that the flare activity dominates the northern 

hemisphere during the rising phase of the solar cycle (1997-
(2008) study the heliographic distribution 

of solar flare during solar cycle 23 for the period 1996-2006  
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and found that the occurrence of bright solar flare is maximum 
in northern hemisphere during increasing phase and in 
southern hemisphere during decreasing phase of solar cycle 23 
in both hemispheres. Shrivastava 
solar flare heliographic distribu
for the period 2001-2006 and noticed that an almost equal 
number of solar flares occurred in both the eastern and western 
hemispheres. In the present study
complete period of solar cycle 23 and inves
heliographic longitudinal as well as latitudinal distribution of 
major H-α solar flares, the quadratic distribution of 1B, 2B, 
3B, 4B type solar flare over the solar disk, the yearly solar 
flare frequency distribution and the occurrence of major
solar flares along with the sunspot number for the period 1996
2010. 
 
Data and analysis 
 
In the present study solar flare
geophysical data book have been selected for the period 1996
2010. All major solar flares 
imp ≥ 1 have been selected. To study the spatial distribution of 
solar flares with respect to heliographic latitude and longitude 
we have calculated the number of solar flare in the interval of 
10°. Since the number of solar flare
the number of flares occurring above 50° merged in one group. 
The north-south asymmetry index is described by asymmetry 
index 
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In this paper we investigated the heliographic longitudinal as well as latitudinal distribution of major 
1) for the solar cycle 23 periods 1996-2010. 

es the ascending as well as descending period of solar cycle 23. 
The study reveals that for heliographic latitude majority of solar flares confined between latitude 10°-
30° for both northern and southern hemisphere. Whereas for heliographic longitude we observed 

α solar flare occurrence dominates during 
increasing phase of the solar cycle achieve a peak value in middle part of solar cycle (year-2000) and 
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compared with yearly mean sunspot number and noticed that solar flares follows the solar cycle with 

2001 during the maxima of solar cycle 23. 
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occurrence of bright solar flare is maximum 
in northern hemisphere during increasing phase and in 
southern hemisphere during decreasing phase of solar cycle 23 

oth hemispheres. Shrivastava et al. (2011) study major H-α 
solar flare heliographic distribution in longitude around the sun 

2006 and noticed that an almost equal 
number of solar flares occurred in both the eastern and western 

In the present study, we try to focus on the 
complete period of solar cycle 23 and investigate the 
heliographic longitudinal as well as latitudinal distribution of 

, the quadratic distribution of 1B, 2B, 
3B, 4B type solar flare over the solar disk, the yearly solar 
flare frequency distribution and the occurrence of major H-α 
solar flares along with the sunspot number for the period 1996-

In the present study solar flares data published in the solar 
geophysical data book have been selected for the period 1996-

 which have optical importance 
1 have been selected. To study the spatial distribution of 

solar flares with respect to heliographic latitude and longitude 
we have calculated the number of solar flare in the interval of 
10°. Since the number of solar flares above 50° is very small 
the number of flares occurring above 50° merged in one group. 

south asymmetry index is described by asymmetry 
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A = (N-S)/(N+S) 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
It is well known that cosmic ray intensity particularly at 
neutron monitor energies varies with an 11-year period in anti-
phase with the solar activity cycle (Shrivastava, Shukla                   
and Agrawal 1993; Singh, Nigam and Shrivastava 1996). 
Generally the solar activity cycle is represented by sunspot 
number. Besides sunspot number the solar flares is another 
feature that indicates the solar activity. We are interested in the 
location of active regions producing major solar flares. Figure 
1 and 2 shows the heliographic latitudinal and longitudinal 
distribution of major solar flare on the solar disk.  
 

 
 

Figure 1(a). Latitudinal distribution of all H-α solar flare on the 
solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 1(b). Latitudinal distribution of all B-type H-α solar flare 
on the solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 1(c). Latitudinal distribution of 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B-type H-α 
solar flare on the solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 
 

Figure 2(a). Longitudinal distribution of all H-α solar flare on the 
solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 2(b). Longitudinal distribution of all B-type H-α solar flare 
on the solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 2(c). Longitudinal distribution of 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B-type H-α 
solar flare on the solar disk for the period 1996-2010 

 
In is noticed that the distribution of major solar flare are 
approximately symmetrical between longitude 40°-50° in both 
the eastern and western hemisphere. The majority of solar flare 
are confined between latitude 10°-30° in both the northern and 
southern hemisphere. The heliographic distribution of major 
solar flare in quadrants area of the solar disk is shown in 
Figure 3. It is found that the distribution of type 1B solar flare 
is equal over the solar disk for northern and southern 
hemisphere while type 2B and 3B solar flare occurred more in 
northern hemisphere as compared to southern hemisphere 
whereas type 4B solar flare are found to occur equally in NW 
and SW region of the solar disk. The occurrence of total                 
B-type solar flare is more in northern hemisphere as compared 
to southern hemisphere.  
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Figure 3. Quadratic distribution of all B-type H-α solar flare 
during period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Yearly frequency distribution of H-α solar flare for the 
period 1996-2010 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Occurrence of major solar flare with mean sunspot 
number for the period 1996-2010 

 
The frequency distribution of major solar flares for the period 
1996-2010 (shown in Figure 4) reveals that the major H-α 
solar flare dominates during increasing phase of the solar 
cycle, achieve a peak value in the middle of the solar cycle and 
show an abnormal decrease during the descending phase of the 
solar cycle 23. The yearly occurrence of major solar flare 
along with the sunspot number is shown in Figure 5. It is 
evident from this figure that the occurrence of the solar flares 
follows the solar cycle with maximum number observed in the 
year 2000-2001 during the maxima of solar cycle 23. 
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